Protect your wine and beer from temperature & humidity

Predict temperature and humidity risks with Hillebrand Gori’s exclusive climatic risks management tool.

Enquire about our insulation system, to protect your goods in a sustainable manner (23% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to a reefer container).

Hillebrand Gori’s insulation liner - benefits

**Proven superior protection of your goods door-to-door:**
- Thermal shocks
- Extreme temperatures
- Extreme high/low humidity
- Container rain (condensation)
- Cross contamination risk
- Bad smells

**Hillebrand Gori’s insulation liner limits the temperature rising more than 11°C, from loading temperature on journeys longer than 30 days.**

Keeps temperatures inside the container 5°C lower than competitor liners in hot condition

Hillebrand Gori’s insulation liner - features

- In-house research and manufacturing patented system to maximize the air gap around the liner.
- 94% radiant heat reflection (50% for competitors liners)**.
- Floor covering to ensure hygiene and full sealing.
- Food-grade components compatible with FDA.
- Fully recyclable materials.
- Available for all containers and pallets.
- Worldwide availability.
- Convenient: light to transport and easy to fit (7-10 minutes, 1 person for a 20’ container).

* Compared with loading temperature ** ASTM testing methodology